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A safe, configurable bed that changes with your 
child

Invacare ScanBetaNG paediatric beds are available in three sizes and are 
perfect for children aged from 3 to 12 years old.
ScanBetaNG conforms to the very highest degrees of safety 
requirements, meeting the Nordic Requirements Specifications: there 
are no distances above 6 cm on the sides or at the mattress support. 
All beds in the range come complete with a handset that incorporates 
a lockable function to avoid unintentional use.
Both the functionality of the mattress platform and the sides can 
be configured to meet individual requirements and can be up- or 
downgraded at a later stage, in line with a user’s changing needs.
An attractive stylish design ensures that this high-quality bed will suit 
any home or institution.
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The optimized lengths of the sections are based on anthropometrical 
measurements of children. The 3 sizes of ScanBetaNG Standard have 
been developed specifically for children aged between 3 and 12 years 
old.

A slim and ergonomic handset 
comes with an individual lockable 
function for increased safety. 

Snap lock for quick and easy 
removal of the mattress support 
from the bed frame.
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Features

Stringent specifications

The Invacare ScanBeta in a standard 
configuration is rigorously tested against 
Nordic Requirement Specifications. 
Designed with safety as a priority, the 
bed meets all the current regulations and 
safety criteria. 

Configuration

The mattress platforms for the three 
standard sizes have been constructed 
according to anthropometric analyses in 
order to maximize the child’s comfort.
According to needs, the mattress 
platform can be configured to be either 
electrically or manually operated.
There is a variety of side options (fixed 
sides, opening panels etc.) in line with 
individual requirements. Upgrades are 
also available later on, as the child’s 
needs change. 

Ergonomic

The height is adjustable from 300 - 850 
mm. When required it is very easy for 
a child to get in and out of bed. For 
caregivers, all the necessary features 

and functions for safety and comfort, 
such as central brake (option), height 
adjustability and lockable hand control 
are all in place.



Configuration of the mattress platform
Functionality of the mattress platform can be increased or decreased 
by adding or removing actuator(s) and rastofix. (See table on page 4).

ScanBetaNG configured with 400 mm lowering side rails 
Bars, attractive beech finish, double-catch release mechanism for 
increased safety.

Lifting Pole
The handle can be adjusted both 
in height and depth.

Upholstery
30 mm thick upholstery for the 
bed end and all versions of sides/
side rails.

A safe locking mechanism which 
can only be opened via two 
different catches. 

Support handle
Makes getting in and out of bed 
much easier.

ScanBetaNG configured with 400 mm lowering side rails 
Perspex, double-catch release mechanism for increased safety.
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ScanBetaNG configured with 400 mm panels 
Bars, attractive beech finish, panels open to 180° and secure locking 
mechanism with catch release for increased safety.

ScanBetaNG configured with 800 mm folding panels 
Bars, attractive beech finish, panels open to 180°, minimizing space 
requirements.

Options

Stickers
Choose between different stickers for decoration of the bed ends – 
interior and exterior.
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Technical data

600 x 1400 mm

700 x 1600 mm

800 x 1800 mm

Width outside

680 mm

780 mm

880 mm

Length out side

1480 mm

1680 mm

1880 mm

Mattress support 
dimensions

620-70-210-460 mm

670-150-220-520 mm

750-190-270-550 mm

Height adjustable 

300 - 850 mm

300 - 850 mm

300 - 850 mm

Backrest angle

0° - 73°

0° - 73°

0° - 73°

Thigh angle

0° - 36°

0° - 31°

0° - 27°

Frame colour and wood work

Pearl white (metal) Beech (wood)

Bespoke-build service 
The Invacare ScanBeta can also be supplied in other dimensions. Please contact us if you 
would like more information about custom-made beds. 
Note that Invacare ScanBeta beds made to custom requirements are not tested against 
Nordic Requirement Specifications.

Possible configurations for the Invacare ScanBetaNG mattress support

Fixed 

Motor on back rest and fixed leg section

Motor on back rest and manual operated leg rest

Motor on back rest and thigh section. Manual operated leg 
section

* For each of the 3 sizes it is the same mattress platform being configured with actuator(s) and 
rastofix.

Sides and panels for Invacare ScanBetaNG 

Fixed side Lowering side 
rail

Panels Foldable panels

400 mm height ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

800 mm height ✔ ✔ ✔

Legrest lift

0° -26° 

0° - 24° 

0° - 26°

Max. user weight: 
70 kg

SWL: 100 kg

Width inside

620 mm

720 mm

820 mm

Length inside

1400 mm

1600 mm

1800 mm

600 x 1400 mm

700 x 1600 mm

800 x 1800 mm


